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Activist tools



How could an activist approach?

Activists can use a range of techniques
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Increasing hostility

Litigation

(eg derivative action 

/investigation) and 

encouraging 

intervention by 

regulators

Off the record 

statements, 

leading to 

market/press 

commentary

Public comments 

to media or shareholders 

– creating the ‘wolf pack’

Use of an extensive company law toolkit eg

action at shareholder meetings 

– requisitioning meetings, proposing/ 

blocking resolutions, circulating statements 

‘White paper’/ 

public letter 

to Board

Agitation through 

press and social 

media/full blown 

PR offensive to impact 

opinion makers and 

stakeholders

Private 

discussions/letter 

to Board

Board 

representation/ 

Board activism

Stakebuilding?



How to anticipate and prepare for activism



Activism readiness (1)

What steps can a company take in advance of any approach or indications?

Organise core team

• Compose, periodically refresh and 

update the internal core team list 

(Chairman, CEO/CFO, legal, investor 

relations, employee communications, …) 

to reflect changes

• Confirm external adviser team (law firm, 

financial adviser, proxy consultants, PR 

firm)

• Create awareness within core team

Regularly review vulnerability from an 
activist perspective

• Put yourself in an activist’s shoes: 

regularly review, test and update 

strategy, long-term business plan, 

governance, capital structure,  capital 

allocation, key financial performance 

metrics and dividend policy to identify 

areas of potential weakness or 

vulnerability

• Research most likely activists and their 

likely agenda (incl. website traffic 

monitoring) 

• Test and update strategy, long-term 

business plan, leverage and capital 

allocation, justify M&A within such larger 

framework, …

Focus on corporate governance

• Corporate governance failures will 

provide activists with an easy lever to 

agitate for change

• Pointing at perceived governance 

failures to explain financial under 

performance is a classic angle

• Review and assess governance profile in 

light of key trends 

• Anticipate areas where company may 

receive criticism
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Activism readiness (2)

What steps can a company take in advance of any approach or indications?

Shareholder 
monitoring and 
engagement

• Monitor changes to 

shareholders and 

(learn to) identify 

activists

• Regularly review 

shareholder base and 

ensure IR strategically 

establishes 

shareholder and 

stakeholder 

engagement plan

Communication

• Regular and effective communication 

with investors is key

• Companies should listen to investors, 

financial analysts and proxy advisors to 

anticipate concerns

• Listen for new or emerging lines or 

questions or criticism that may indicate a 

behind-the-scenes actor communicating 

with one or more shareholders 

• Proactively address potential 

misunderstandings that the market may 

currently have about the strategic plan, 

prospects or metrics

Activism manual (pull 
together in one place)

• Actions to be taken regularly 

to ensure fully prepared

• Do’s and Don’ts 

• List of Board duties

• Ad hoc committees and 

advisers 

• Immediate response plan to 

“public” activist 

• Communication protocols/key 

response messaging, including 

draft press releases (to be 

regularly updated to reflect 

performance and strategy)
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Mock exercise

• Similar to takeover 

mock exercise, 

simulate an activist 

approach within the 

company, the core 

team, board and 

management 

focusing on one or 

more vulnerabilities



Identifying activists among shareholders

Activists may build stakes and remain under the radar waiting for the right time to emerge. Belgian/European law provides 

companies with legal levers that can be used to help analyse and understand their investor base and identify potential activists:
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Transparency law

• Under Belgian transparency 

legislation, investors are 

generally required to disclose 

the percentage of voting rights 

they hold as a shareholder 

once they reach 5% (or such 

lower threshold set by the 

company)

• Other transparency legislation 

possibly also applicable

Shareholders’ rights 
directive II

• Under SRDII, companies have 

obtained the right (not the 

obligation) to identify their 

shareholders, through 

intermediaries, etc

• Such exercise – although 

necessarily incomplete – has 

become quite practicable and 

can provide an effective means 

for companies to routinely 

monitor their investor base, 

spot changes and identify 

potential activists

GMs/IR contacts/ 
earnings calls

• General meetings, IR contacts 

or earnings calls can give an 

indication of the presence of 

an activist and should be 

closely monitored

Concert

• Activists will be focused on 

identifying other institutional 

investors who are likely to be 

sympathetic to and support 

their position, often quite early 

on in their campaign 

• Institutional investors are 

willing to support activists 

when their interests are aligned 

• Such support may constitute 

concert, which needs to be 

notified as well under 

transparency legislation

Market abuse regulation obligations company – see below



Responding to an activist



What to expect if an activist emerges
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An activist approach – mainly public but also if only private – can have an 

important impact on the company

Demand on Board and 
senior management time

Triggers changes in 
other shareholders 

profile

Concern from wider 
shareholder base and 

employees

(Public) correspondence 
from the activist

Increased scrutiny of 
company’s performance

Activist-favourable 
analyst reports

Requests for meetings

Increased scrutiny of 
company’s corporate 
governance practices

Increased publicity and 
media attention



What to do if an activist emerges (1)
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Overview of main board duties

MAR disclosure obligations (immediate and ongoing)

Be careful with information sharing

Weighing the activist’s thesis against the corporate interest

• Knowing that a shareholder (who holds less than the thresholds 

required for disclosure under the transparency laws) may be an activist 

or be considering launching a campaign

• Engagement with activist

• Activism must be taken seriously; non-engagement is rarely an option

• A company’s response to the activist is ultimately to be controlled by 

the board of directors in consultation with management and the 

company’s advisors

• The board is to weigh the activist’s thesis against the corporate interest 

of the company for the benefit of the stakeholders as a whole – seek 

financial and/or legal advice if needed

• Don’t assume what the activists are saying is wrong

• Need to keep focus on current strategy and pushing forwards 

• Keep a careful record of discussions, particularly of board meetings 

where decisions are being made on how and when to engage with the 

activist and how to prepare 

• Also make sure you are carefully documenting any private discussions 

with an activist or their representatives 

• Directors must respect their duties under general corporate and 

financial law (including MAR) and the regulatory constraints involved 

(most of which do not apply to the activist shareholders)

• Irrespective of the type of information, when working out the level of 

engagement, companies must treat all shareholders in the same 

circumstances equally

• Activism does not grant a right to more information under company 

law or MAR



What to do if an activist emerges (2)
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Practical guidelines

Employee communications Convene advisory team

Monitor shareholders and wolf 
pack (concert under transparency 

laws?)

Communicate with 
key shareholders

Establish response plan



Unequal playing field

There is a marked difference between the regulatory obligations owed by the company as regards 

information released to the market and the relative freedom activists have in this respect

The company

• Inside information to be announced:

– via press release

– as soon as possible 

• The company has to act in the corporate benefit of all of its 

shareholders, not only an activist percentage thereof

• Announcements and statements not to be misleading, false or 

deceptive, careful with being defensive, overly optimist and 

adjusting guidance

• Responding publicly to a private or public activist proposal 

requires careful consideration

The activist

• Activist has freedom to make public comment:

– at any time

– through the (social) media, web pages, press releases, 

interviews etc

• Corporate benefit of company is not corporate benefit of activist, 

corporate benefit of activist is towards its own investors which 

have purposefully invested in an activist fund in their own 

portfolio mix

• Fewer regulatory constraints on content – often easier story to 

sell

• Defamation hard to prove
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Careful consideration, mindful of the legal and regulatory constraints, is required when deciding whether to respond 

publicly to a private or public activist proposal 



Legal levers available to activists in Belgium
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Threshold Obligations and Rights

>0%

• Each individual shareholder may:

− ask questions to directors/Board members and auditors (i) at the shareholders’ meeting or (ii) in writing (by letter or e-mail) from the publication of the convening notice until six days prior to 
the shareholders’ meeting

− solicit proxies in view of the shareholders’ meeting;

− claim the nullity of decisions of the shareholders’ meeting;

− file a liability claim against the company’s directors/Supervisory Board members in its own name and behalf (not on behalf of the company) if it evidences a damages distinct to that of other 
shareholders.

1%
• Shareholders holding at least 1% (or shares representing at least EUR1.25 million of the company’s capital) can file a lawsuit on behalf of the company against the Supervisory Board members and 

demand an expert examination of the company (ie an audit of the books and accounts of the company as well as the operations carried out by its corporate bodies)

3% • Submit items to the agenda of the general meeting and propose draft resolutions

5%

• Under Belgian law a 5% ownership (and thereafter each multiple of 5%) of the actual or potential voting rights by a legal entity or individual of a company, listed on a regulated market of the 
European Economic Area must be declared to the issuer and to the Financial Services and Markets Authority (FSMA)

• Block a squeeze out of minority shareholders in case of a public offer (95% acceptance threshold)

• Shareholders holding more than 5% of the votes may request the dismissal of the statutory auditor by the court

10% • Request to convene a shareholders’ meeting of the company

20% 
+ 1 share

• Veto amendments to the corporate object and purpose of the company

• Block modifications to the legal form of the company

• Block decisions on cross-border transformation of the company

25%
+ 1 share

• Shareholders can block key corporate decisions provided they represent 25%+1 or more of the capital

− Key decisions include changes to the articles of association, capital increases/decreases, (de)mergers and liquidation of the company as well as an authorization for share buy-backs or 
disposals of treasury without equal treatment of shareholders

30% 
+ 1 share

• As a result of crossing this threshold, the shareholder must submit a mandatory public takeover bid for all voting securities or securities that give right to voting securities issued by the company 
which he does not yet hold

− The minimum price for the shares is equal to the higher of (i) 30-day VWAP and (ii) the highest price paid by the bidder or its concert parties in the 12 preceding months

• Demand that another shareholder transfers its shares to them for serious cause

50% 
+ 1 share

• Approve most resolutions without support from further shareholder base, except for:

− Changes to the articles of association, capital increases and decreases and mergers as well as an authorization for share buy-backs or disposals of treasury without equal treatment of 
shareholders, which require a 75% majority vote

− Changes to the company’s legal form and corporate object and purpose, which require an 80% majority vote

− Squeeze-out of minorities, which requires a 95% shareholding



Settlement trends and options 
under Belgian law



Why do companies settle when an activist 
is unlikely to win the campaign?

Pain, distraction and costs 
in a continuing public fight

Reluctance of incumbent, non-management 
directors to be the focus of an ongoing public battle

Perception of limited harm in appointing 
a few number of independent directors

Some companies find activists are able to recruit high-

quality talent that has been historically difficult for the 

company to tap

Institutional investors have generally been 
welcoming of settlement announcements with 

activists even though they rarely play a role in the 
negotiation (or even have advance warning)
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Settling with the activist

Will we see more formal settlement agreements in the Belgium?

• In the US, a settlement agreement is a means of settling a proxy contest between an activist investor and a company to avoid the drain 

on resources that a protracted proxy battle may entail

• A record 34 board seats were won via settlement by activists at Europe-based companies in 2021 

• Typically involve the following components:

– Public announcement by the company of a commitment to a long-term target metric or a shift in strategic direction

– Commitment to work with consultants

– Board appointments 

– Nomination process

– Independence requirements

– A standstill agreement in relation to the activists’ share ownership in the company 
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Closing remarks and questions



Key takeaway points

Top ten things to do Top ten things not to do

1. Take the high road. Consider the activist’s position in the interest of stakeholders, 

balancing it against the strategy of the company. Do not forget the company’s 

strengths and only use objective facts to challenge the dissident’s position

1. Be defensive or engage in personal attacks. Do not do things that are emotionally 

satisfying, but may lose votes

2. Maintain tight team communications. Internal and advisory teams speak with one voice, 

maintain tight confidentiality, and ensure frequent updates to keep all team members 

abreast of developments

2. Create the perception that management dominates the company or the board is not 

fully engaged or that the board is split

3. Define your core messages. Shareholders are most focused on company performance, 

so set clear proof points on strategy, operational and financial success and use them 

relentlessly

3. Appear closed to alternatives or refuse to interact with the dissident

4. Be measured in your response. Not every argument requires a rebuttal; too many 

messages may distract from your core strengths

4. Assume that shareholders or the media will see through spurious arguments made by 

the dissident

5. Be proactive. Identify and address potential vulnerabilities and consider 

counterstrategies along strategic, operational, financial and governance axes
5. Rely on too broad of a set of messages or respond to every attack from the dissident

6. Keep your shareholders close. Maintain periodic contact, determine leverage points and 

processes within institutional investors, and determine whether shareholders are willing 

to go ‘on the record’ 

6. Undertake fundamental strategic (eg, acquisitions) or financial actions (eg equity 

financings) that are not mission critical during the fight

7. Be prepared for rapid response to public escalation. Prepare relevant PRs, legal filings, 

and fight presentations to rapidly react to potential attacks, as appropriate

7. Take ‘tactical’ actions that are viewed to manipulate the process to disadvantage the 

dissident

8. Emphasise board independence and good corporate governance. Bring independent 

director(s) to investor and ISS meetings and strike a balance between competent 

management and involved board

8. Undertake fundamental changes to placate the dissident that are inconsistent with the 

long-term strategic, operational or financial objectives of the company

9. Show a record of engagement. Do not ignore the dissident; be open to discussions. 9. Be inflexible in the face of shareholder dissent or new dissident attacks

10. Be nimble. Be prepared to adjust your approach based on shareholder feedback 10. Assume that a negative recommendation from proxy advisory firms is dispositive
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